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Delnet: A Growing Phenomenon

D elnet is growing as the first oper-
ational library network in India. It
is progressing well on various

fronts, such as promotion of database
creation in participating libraries, union
catalogue of books, union list of periodi-
cals, E-mail, membership and access
to international databases. Many of
the activities that Delnet had to under-
take in Phase-Ill of its feasibility report
have been completed by now.

E-mail facilities were started in
1991 with a few libraries. New E-mail
installations are added regularly. At
present we have 46 E-mail connec-
tions including two outside Delhi. We
have started providing 24-hourservice
to our users who have access to
INTERNET. The awareness that Delnet
has created among the libraries about
the utility and cost effectiveness of E-
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mail and its use is giving good results.
We are happy that the member-libraries
are making optimum use of this facility.

DELNET has been wanting its mem-
ber-libraries to use RENNIC. We are
hopeful that NIC will provide preferential
treatment to libraries. We have already
applied for a leased line between Delnet
and NIC and hope that it becomes opera-
tional soon. As RENNIC will also be used
by a large number of institutions in India
Delnet libraries can send E-mail to them
as well. We are however going to
harmonise the E-mail use and make it
integrated in the near future.

DELNET is working successfully
since January 1988forthe creation, stor-
age and dissemination of information.
Delnet's online union catalogue of books
is having more than one lakh fifty thou-
sand records in it and it is expected that
by 31st March 1996 about four lakh
additional records would be added to the
union catalogue of books. Delnet has
almost completed the work on updation
of the Union List of Current Serials avail-
able in Delhi Libraries. This work is being
done at JNU Library. The data would be
made available online to all the member
libraries of Delnet very soon. The training
programmes which began with Phase 0
have become an important part of Delnet
activity. A training programme in CDS/
ISIS with Pascal Interface was organised
in January 1995 in collaboration with the
Indian Institute of Technology, New Delhi
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and NISSAT. Another training pro-
gramme on E-mail and Online Servic-
es was organised in January/February
1995 with the financial assistance of
NISSAT. More training programmes
will follow from time to time.

Experiments are going on to ac-
cess Blaise-Line more economically
with better results. On completion of
these experiments we will get back to
the member - libraries and hope that
they will make use of such facilities.

H.K.Kaul
Director, Delnet
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NETWORKING OF LIBRARIES

The 16th national seminar of
IASLIC was held at the Indian Institute
of Technology, Bombay from 19-22
December, 1994. The seminar was
organised on "Networking of Libraries:
Problems and Prospects", an important
topic for the library and information
science professionals in India. The
seminarwas attended by 500 delegates
and about 58 papers were presented.
Networking of libraries is no more an
uncommon thing in India. With bold
steps and initiatives, the phenomenon
of networking has entered the Indian
scenario and is progressing fast. Today,
there are several networks that have
been initiated such as DELNET,
BONET, CALIBNET, INFLIBNET etc.
and there are many more which are
ready to join. The quest for the
information nowadays has no borders
or national boundaries. During the
IASLIC seminar a large number of
papers were presented by the library
professionals to highlight some of the
initiatives which had been taken at
various levels to break up the barriers
standing between information and their
users. In this report an attempt has
been made to highlight some of the
papers submitted at the seminar.

Sugi Sundarsingh of NT, Bombay
presented a paper on "Networking -
Leamingfrom CGNET project". CGNET
was established by the Consultative
Group on International Agricultural
Research (CGIAR), an international
consortium sponsored jointly by the
World Bank, the United Nations
Development Programme and the Food
and Agricultural Organisation of the
United Nations. CGNET now
interconnects more than 200 locations
in over600 countries. CGNET provides
e-mail services and also offers telex,
facsimile and cablegram functions. A.
K. Katna and others of NT, Kharagpur
presented a paper on "Computerized
Networks: Information Sharing at Indian

Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Library". They cited some of the
INTERNET information retrieval software
tools like Gopher, World Wide Web,
Archie & Veronica and also spoke on the
library automation at NT, Kharagpur.

INTERNET is a cluster of thousands
of networks connecting millions of users
at academic, industrial and governmental
institutions across the world. The Internet
Gopher, a software tool to access the
information available on INTERNET was
developed atthe University of Minnesota
and provides a uniform user interface to
many different types of information
available on networks. The Archie
service was developed at McGraw Hill
University and built a list of about 1,000
"anonymous" FTP (file-transfer protocol)
archive worldwide which allowed the
internet users to transfer the files to and
from the machines on which they had no
access.They also mentioned about some
communication protocols. The two most
common protocols which were in use
were TCP/IP used on networks like
Arpanet, Milnet, Ernet, Nsfnet etc. and
another was DECnetTM used on
networks like SPAN, HEPNET, THEnet
etc.At present, they were using TCP/IP
at NT, Kharagpur and could hook up to
any computer system available over
ERNET. It was reported that they could
access Internet via Ernet using available
software tools like gopher, archie etc. At
NT, Kharagpur the faculty and the
students also had the facility to access
library information from any corner of the
institution through intra-library networking
based on ethernet (LAN).

The prospects of "Library Networking
with Existing Networks" in India was
discussed by Subrata Datta of INSDOC
Regional Centre, Calcutta. He
concentrated mainly on two networks-
SIRNETand INET in his paper. SIRNET
(Scientific and Industrial Network) is a
well established network of CSIR and its

subscribers include most of the CSIR
labs, research organisations and
universities. B Raveendra Reddy and
S Seetharama of DRTC, Bangalore
presented their paper on
"Retrospective Conversion in a
Networking Environment". The paper
discussed the conversion of the CD-
ROM databases into the local database
for which the CD-ROM data had to be
converted into a format which was
compatible with the local format. To
overcome this, a conversion software
called RECON had been developed
for BNB and Book find which were the
CD-ROM databases giving information
about the books, conference
proceedings etc. The software
converted the BNB and Bookf ind output
into an ISO-2709 format by assigning
standard tags like CCF or UNIMARC
which were found to be compatible
with CDS/ISIS ISO-2709 format. The
user could therefore import the
converted records into their local CDS/
ISIS database. The paper also
highlighted some of the steps which
were involved in using RECON
software like data collection, query
formulation, searching and storing of
the results.

A paper on "Intra-city Library
Network : a Comparative Study of
CALIBNET and DELNET" was
presented by Amitabha Chatterjee of
DLIS of Jadavpur University. The paper
made a comparative study of the
two metropolitan networks CALIBNET
and DELNET which were functioning
at different phases of their
implementation and also differed in
their user coverage, organisation,
structure of the network etc. Rana
Pratap Chatterjee of Central Library,
Calcutta University presented a paper
on "INFLIBNET : Problems and
Prospects". Chatterjee outlined some
of the problems which resulted in the
non functionability of the network.
Ranjan Sinha Thakur and M J M Raju
of DRTC,Bangalore in their paper
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entitled, "Networking of CD-ROMS:
Basic Issues" discussed the
advantages and disadvantages of
CD-ROM networking. The paper
discussed the hardware and software
requirements and the usefulnesss of
CD-ROM networking in the LAN and
WAN environment. PKSamal.Sangita
Gupta and Sneh Lata of National
Institute of Health and Family Welfare
presented their paper on "CD-ROM
Networking in India With Special
Reference To Health Science
Libraries".They discussed the objective
and system specification of CD-ROM
networking. The paper gave an idea
about the prospects of the CD-NET
in health science libraries in India with
special reference to All India Institute
of Medical Science Library and ICMR/
NIC Center for Biomedical
Information. The authors pointed out
the insufficient funds, lack of in-service
training for adoption as the resons
behind the slow application of CD-
ROM database.

The paper, "Network-Based
Resources and Services for Library
and Information Community : An
Overview" by Jagtar Singh of Punjabi
University gave an idea about the LIS
resources and services available on
various computer networks. In this
context, the author discussed ERNET
E-MAIL, FTP and TELNET services
available for faster flow of information.
The paper evaluated the valuability of
INTERNET - based resources for the
developing countries. The paper raised
the problems of accessing, archiving,
locating related to INTERNET use and
gave an idea about the directories and
guides available for this purpose. The
author considered that the electronic
journals and newsletters had a major
role to play in a computerised library
network.

Ashok Jambhekar and others of
Indian Institute of Management,
Ahmedabad in their paper "Library
Services On LAN" discussed the

computerisation of Indian Institute of
Management Library through LAN. The
paper gave the statistics of IIMA library
database including catalogued data,
newspaper items and journal articles
using CDS/ISIS. A paper on
"Telecommunication in Library Network"
by Sudhansu Bala Satapathy and
Sharmistha Nath of DRTC had discussed
how the telecommunication technology
could be used in remote databse
searching, file transfer, research and
publication. The authors pointed out the
application of E-MAIL and VIDEOTEX
for data transmission. The paper by
Prof.M.A. Gopinath on "Information
Professionals for Library And Information
Networks In India" stressed on the
education of library and information
science personnel to utilise the library
resources in productive mannner.
Prof .Gopinath discussed the need for an
educational package related to
networking for library and information
professionals of the third world countries.

H. K. Kaul, Director, DELNET spoke
about the recent achievements of
DELNET. He said that DELNET was the
first library network in India which was
actually functional. DELNET was having
38 Institutional members and five
associate institutional members.

Considering the usefulness of
DELNET, he said that more and more
libraries from outside Delhi were
applying for the membership of
DELNET. He added that DELNET
online union catalogue had become
very popular and increasing at a fast
rate. DELNET also offered E-mail
facility which was being used by 46
member libraries. He said that DELNET
was negotiating with NIC for allowing
the DELNET libraries use RENNIC
mail facility and access to a large
number of national and international
databases. DELNET was also
accessing Blaise-Line of the British
Library as an experiment at this stage.
DELNET also organised training
programmes in CDS/ISIS and E-mail
besides workshops and lecture on
library networking from time to time.
He said that though Delnet had made
progress yet a lot of ground had to be
covered.

At the end of the national seminar
the following recommendations were
finalised : i. Intercompatibility in the
adoption of varieties of international
and national standards for
communication networks, library
resources, organisations, and network
services. The standards adopted

Mr. H.K. Kaul, speaking on DELNET at the IASLIC seminar in Bombay
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should be compatible with inter-
national standards and should as well
meet national and institutional
requirements, ii. Intensive efforts
should be made by promoters of the
networks to make the variety of
standards adopted for network
operations and services known to the
participants of library networks and
other netwok systems and services.
Annual and other periodical interaction
for analysis of problems in
standardisation should be arranged
for mutual compatibility, iii. It is helpful
to adopt programmes of education and
sensitisation of the problems to the
library and information professionals
and also users of networks wherever
direct-on-line access is planned, iv. To
develop checklist and bench mark,
evaluation programmes should be

periodically arranged to notify the
evaluation results on standards for library
networks, communication software and
hardware available in the market to the
computer-information processing
facilities. Besides this, IASLIC and other
national library organisations should
provide a trend analysis of the
technologies useful for library networks
in India. The CD-ROM and later
technologies such as OCR and other
micro electronic and optical media have
to be reviewed and adopted for library
network services, particularly for different
document delivery and information
access at times of critical needs, v. In
view of the capital costs, maintenance
costs as well as obsolescence cost, the
library network services should
continuously strive to mobilise funds for
these purposes. Besides governmental

and institutional supports, library
network services should arrange for
cost-recovery and development
programmes for these purposes.
Periodical review of financial
management of library network
systems is as well necessary, vi. IASLIC
and other national library organisations
should urge the central and state
governments and their several
departments to continuously and
generously support with resources such
as financial, personnel, technological,
legal and other managerial facilities. In
particular, the government should
provide more generous resources to
already existing library networks -
INFLIBNET, DELNET, CALIBNET,
BONET, MALIBNET to make these
fully functional and effective.

Anjan Nath and Sangeeta Kaul

Library Networking: Problems and Prospects

DELNET organised a lecture on
"Library Networking: Problems and
Prospects" by Mr. Bruce Royan,
Director of Information Services atthe
University of Sterling in collaboration
with the British Council Division, British
High Commission in December 1994
at IIC. The lecture was presided over
by Mr Kevin Spears.

Mr. Bruce Royan spoke on the
library networks in UK and also the
networking tools which were available
throughout the world over INTERNET.
He said that the libraries were no
longer there in the business of storing
the printed information on the paper.
Nowadays, more and more material
was being published in the electronic
form and more scholarly literature
was becoming available through the
electronic mail. He said that what
was needed was to acess this
information through networks.

Mr Royan, while discussing the different
networks said that JANET at the moment
was a dual standard network but they
were planning to move over to TCP/IP's
and adopt the international standards.
He expected that the standard protocol
in near future will enable the user
computers to shake hands with each
other because of the TCP/IP. He added
that Sterling University was one of the
limited groups of institutions that had
INTERNET connections. The plans were
to upgrade the connections to all British
Universities and JANET was likely to
become SuperJANET which would
create a high speed communication
culture within the UK higher education
and research cdmmunity. He informed
that the number of academic staff using
the PC or MAC in the School of Arts in
1988 was 15% and it grew dramatically
to 90% by 1992. He said that there had
been a change of perspectives in the

library services from collection oriented
to the service oriented. Those who
offered different information retrieval
services were aware of the networking
problems but were innovating new
waysto resolve them. He stressed the
need for a single consistent intuitive
user interface.

Mr. Bruce Royan also talked about
some of the network information
retrieval tools such as gopher which is
a document search retrieval service
and used a technology called as client
server. He said that the presentation of
the material were done by the computer
on the desk which in turn was a client
of another computer having the data
and could be located anywhere in the
world. Referring to WAIS (Wide Area
Information Service), he said that it
was originally developed by a firm
called Thinking Machines which were
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selling the WAIS service software and
had also released it free of charge on
the network. It allowed the searches of
the multiple databases of the remote
sites using Z39.50 standards. While
referring to the World Wide Web
(WWW) as the most popular network
service, Mr. Royan said that it also
used the Z39.50 standards and was
originally developed f orthe high energy
research for sharing the information
among the researchers. He said that
the most peculiar thing about WWW
was that it presented the information
as one nicely produced document with
the hypertext links. Mr. Royan also

made the references to a large number
of browsers such as Mosaic which linked
together a whole range of information
retrieval tools available on the network.
He said that now one need not know
anymore whether one was looking at
Gopher or Telnet or WAIS. He also
mentioned about the Scholar's
Workstation at the University of Sterling
which were based on WIMPS (Windows,
Icons, a mouse and a pull-down menu).
Mr. Royan said that in UK Academic
Community, he wanted to find some
ways of mounting the useful data into the
network which could be userf riendly and
free at the point of view. He said that they

Delnet Online Union Catalogue
DELNET has been actively

involved with compiling an online union
catalogue of books since 1993. By
now about 1.5 lakh records are in the
database. We hope to add nearly four
lakh records to it in 1995-96. Since
more and more libraries are creating
records and joining DELNET, the union
catalogue is going to grow into a major
database.

In order to make effective and
efficient use of online union catalogue,
the library personnel of the member
libraries should be conversant with
OPAC (Online Public Access
Catalogue) of DELNET. It is a facility
available on the union catalogue.
DELNET uses LIBRIS software
package developed by the Frontier
Information Technologies Pvt. Ltd.,
Hyderabad for this purpose.

OPAC is a comprehensive,
computerised module which provides
an online facility to enquire about the
books through title, subject, author or
even by means of a boolean logic.
OPAC offers a very user friendly
environment. The users which belong

to a wide variety of groups can activate
the DELNET'S online union catalogue
access facility while sitting at their
computer by simply entering "opacs"
at their DOS prompt. As soon as it is
entered the user's system will try to
establish a connection with DELNET'S
host machine through a communication
software package called "procomm". The
prerequisite to connect up with the host
machine is a modem connected with a
telephone line. When the reliable
connection is established between the*
user's machine and the host" the user
login" screen is displayed. At this stage,
the member is required to enterthe login
and password as allocated to the
member. This is followed by entering
LIBRIS and LIBRIS as the user id and
the password respectively. It opens up
an OPAC enquiry menu where the user
can formulate the search strategy for
retrieving the information. The different
kinds of search queries posed by the
user can be tackled here with the help of
the following search menus.

1. Boolean Enquiry
2. Title Enquiry

had utilized the available grants by
offering large sum of money to the
suppliers of the major datasets in
exchange for providing the information
free at the point of views for unlimited
use. Thanking the guest speaker for
sharing his view on library networking
with the member librarians, Mr. Kevin
Spears said that the librarians had to
play a major role in disseminating
information through the networks, and
added that library networks in India
were getting established to serve the
users.

delnet services

3. Subject Enquiry
4. Author Enquiry
5. Main Menu (Exit)

Boolean Enquiry : It allows the user
to devise a combined search with the
help of Boolean operators namely
AND, OR, NOT. The search may be
based on the author's name,subject,call
no. and the words appearing in the
title, making the search more
precise.To invoke the enquiry menu
select the Boolean Enquiry option and
press the <retum> key. This option
activates a bar menu which will appear
on the screen and indicates New Query,
Edit Query, Display Rec,Print and Quit
and the different operations which can
be performed.

New Query : The New Query option
allows us to initiate a fresh query. If we
press <return> key at this particular
option a menu will be generated which
will ask for the document type on
which the query condition will be
applicable. At present DELNET'S
online union catalogue has been
centralised for books only. So, as you
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bring the cursor to books and press the
<return> key, this option transforms
into another menu where the user has
to choose the access point such as
author, title, subject and the call no.
It is followed by entering the query
word on which the search has to be
performed depending upon the access
point e.g. if you have chosen author as
an access point then you must include
author's name in the query word field.
The user can skip over the adjacent
count and the adjacent word fields
since they are optional.If the defined
query is combined in nature which
consists of more than one field, then
the adjacent fields should be connected
with the Boolean operators mentioned
in the operator field. To evaluate the
defined query choose the "evaluate"

option from the command menu and
once this option is selected then a
screen will appear which will indicate the
number of hits which are related to the
number of documents that satisfy the
query option.

Title Enquiry: Through this option one
can search the union catalogue by giving
any word of the title and can use the
truncation mark also. While defining the
document type a help menu at the bottom
of the screen will appear and the user
has to enter 1 for books since at present
we are having the union catalogue of
books only.

Subject Enquiry: To invoke this enquiry
one has to give the document type as 1
for books followed by the subject and
then the system will give an alphabetical

listing of that particular subject followed
by other subject headings. By bringing
the cursor to the required subject in
the list and pressing the <return> key
one can see the number of entries
having that particular subject
descriptor.

Author Enquiry : One can use
this option for searching the union
catalogue by mentioning 1 as the
document type and author's name
(surname followed by forename
separated by comma).

DELNET OPAC has become
popular, but still we are trying to see
that the system becomes more efficient.
We hope to use the next version of
LIBRIS soon which has additional
features for the users. •

delnet services

Access to Internet
The term 'internet' (small T) is the

short version of the computer term
internetwork. It refers to computer
networks that are connected together
and use a common protocol to
exchange data. The term Internet
(capital 'I') specifically refers to the
system currently based on the National
Science Foundation's NSFnet network.
The NSFnet Internet connects over
6,000 network, comprising thousands
of computers in dozens of countries,
into a global information resource.

Internet is a worldwide system of
interconnected computer networks
which at present provide the following
services:

1. Electronic Mail;
2. Access to online systems

including library catalogues, full-
text databases etc.;

3. Access to journals that are only
available in electronicformat; and

4. Automated mailing lists called

'listservs' fordiscussing professional
and technical topics.

Electronic Mail : Messages in the
electronic form can be sent "to any
individual Internet user, orto many users
at the same time. As the E-mail is a fast,
efficient and cost effective method of
communication it is gaining popularity
day by day all over the world. Since
February 1994 DELNET has been using
Internet e-mail and also making it
available to its members. As the utility
and services are becoming known to
people its use has increased so much
that DELNET has planned to change the
present DOS platform to a UNIX one for
its central host and applied for more
telephone connections. By doing so
more libraries will access the central host
at the same time for the transmission of
messages and files.

The generic format of an Internet e-
mail address is:

usemame @ computer.organisation.domain

Username refers to a user; the next is
the name of the host computer, followed
by the name of the organisation in
which the computer is located. The
domain refers to the type of
organisation. In India computers follow
the same basic structure except a two-
character country identifier is added
after the domain. For instance

akht@iic.delnet.ernet.in

The most common domains are :

.com- commercial organisations

.edu - educational organisations

.gov - governmental agencies

.mil - military agencies

.net - mid-level network

.org - non-profit making organisation

The username part of the address
is not used when logging into an Internet
computer. For example:

telnet info.umd.edu
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It is the Internet command to log into a
computer at the University of Maryland.
As the University is an educational
institution, it is showing edu at the end.
Telnet is the ability to connect to, log

into, and use a computer at a remote
side. Telnet is similar to dialing into an
online database system. It may also be
noted that the above example does not
show the user name and no @ symbol.

Delnet is trying to extend Internet
services slowly and make it popular
among Delnet libraries.

Akhtar Parvez

training

DELNET conducted a training
programme in CDS/ISIS with Pascal
Interface in collaboration with the Indian
Instituteof Technology, New Delhi and
NISSAT. While inaugurating the
training course, Dr. S S Murthy,
Director, DESIDOC stressed that
one should practically work on this
software after returning to their
respective institutions as it was a
powerful software for data entry and
retrieval purposes. The course was
conducted at IIT, Delhi. Mr. Mohinder
Singh, Librarian, IIT was the Course
Coordinator. Twenty two library
professionals attended the training
programme. All participants were from
Delhi libraries except one from
Ghaziabad. Practical aspects of CDS/
ISIS and Pascal Interface were
discussed in detail. Prof. R
Satyanarayana, Librarian, IGNOU
addressed the valedictory function and
said that DELN ET was the only agency
creating awareness in the libraries
about modern information tools and
techniques and promotion of the
database creation in the libraries. And
also it was helping the library
professionals in general.

DELNET organised another
training programme in E-mail and
Online Services from January 30 -
February 3,1995 in collaboration with
ERNET and with the financial
assistance of NISSAT. The training
programme was inaugurated by Dr. S
Ramakrishnan, Director, ERNET,
Department of Electronics. He said
that E-mail was a very powerful

communication media these days as it
connected institutions and databases all
over the world at a very reasonable cost.
INTERNET, a computerised system of
interconnected computer networks, was
the growing information and
communication system through which
one could, apart from sending E-mail,
access on line databases available on it.
He referred to the enormous data
available through such networks. Twenty
eight library professionals attended the
training programme. DIALOG services,
information retrieval through electronic
media, electronic mail, Xmail software,
basics of communication, CD-NET, were
some of the important topics discussed
in the course. Stress was placed on the
practical use of Xmail software that was
being used by DELNET for E-mail

purposes. Prof. A P Srivastava in his
valedictory remarks noted that
the participants were from reputed
institutions and observed that
DELNET had done a very good job in
developing the electronic culture in the
libraries.

Training Programmes

Librarians and information
professionals interested in
CDS/ISIS and E-Mail Online
Services training may write
to DELNET for details.

Dr. S.S. Murthy, Director, DESIDOC inaugurating the training programme in CDS/ISIS
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seminar

INFORMATION: TODAY AND TOMORROW

First Information Industry-Promoter-User
Interaction Meet

A two day meet on "Information:
Today and Tomorrow" was
organised by NISSAT from De-

cember 7-8, 1994 at Surajkund, Har-
yana. The meet was inaugarated by
Dr.S.K.Joshi,DG,CSIR.In his address,
Dr. Joshi stressed the need for effec-
tive information dissemination. Sever-
al papers on "Business, Company, Fi-
nancial, Economic and Social Infor-
mation "had been presented on the
occassion, Dr.A.Lahiri, Jt.Advisor,
NISSAT presented his paper on "Indi-
an Information Markets: Status, Prob-
lems and Prospects". The meet was
attended by a large number of trade
personnel from different parts of the
country. They stressed the need to

make information errorfree and said that
the information products should be uti-
lized in a better way so as to have better
access facilities.The various kinds of elec-
tronic media which could be used for
information gathering and dissemination
included print media, online data vend-
ing, CD ROM publishing and online ac-
cess. During the meet the various com-
panies viz. Indian Trade Promotion
Organisation, Capitalize, PID, CMC Ltd.,
ICICI, Geographic Information Systems,
Godrej Soaps, ARI Books, NAL present-
ed their services and products. A dem-
onstration on India's first industry data-
base, "CD ROM Compass India" was
also given. The delegates also reviewed
the different national and international

information services.lt was revealed
that NICNET had made a large data-
base on the Census of India and were
going to make it online. They also
opined that the Indian database should
be given to the foreign database ven-
dors since they provide value added
products. The participants highlighted
the need for information in industry
and business to meet the challenges
of business growth. The participants
recommended the usefulness of form-
ing an association for successful infor-
mation consolidation and repackag-
ing. They stressed the need for nation-
al connectivity to let India move care-
fully towards effective application of
information technology. •

exhibition

ELECTRONICS
IN NATIONAL

DEVELOPMENT
DELNET participated in a two-week
long electronics exhibition -
"Electronics in National Develop-
ment" organised by the Department
of Electronics (DOE) and held in the
lawns of Teen Murti House from
November 14th 1994. The exhibition
was inaugurated by the Prime
Minister Shri P. V. Narasimha Rao.
The DELNET team demonstrated
online access to the union catalogue
of books and won appreciation from
the users.

S"!

Minister of State, Ministry of Electronics Mr Eduardo Faleiro and Secretary, Mr.
N. Vittal observing on-line demonstration of union catalogue of books
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